We recently established (3) that attempting TRI in 1.4-mm arteries has a high rate of puncture failure (PF), AA spasm, COs, and high post-procedure radial artery occlusion (RAO) rates. Additionally, "small arteries,"-the precise diameter of which still remains undefined in published scientific reports, and the measurement of which pre-procedurally is usually considered unnecessary, but broadly defined by us as any AA <1.7 mm in internal diameter on pre-procedure ultrasound (PPU)-have been shown to be associated with higher COs, PFs, and AA occlusion (2-4).
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Until the availability of improvised hydrophiliccoated catheters and extremely slender 3-F to 4-F technology, RAS that correlates well with short stature, low body mass index and female sex (5) will remain a limitation for TRIs in small-caliber arteries compared with access through "adequately sized arteries" (arbitrarily defined by us as any artery with internal diameter $1.7 mm on PPU) (2-4).
These preliminary data clearly support the need for triaging patients pre-operatively on the basis of their arterial dimensions, and for pre-selecting the biggest and straightest AA, which could be either the radial, or failing that, the ulnar or femoral artery. This may in turn reduce high rates of PFs/COs that are due to RAS, such as encountered in the SAFE PCI trial, as was seen in our study (3) . It is also mentionable that the crossover rates and numbers in the study were from centers and operators that were experienced in the radial approach (suggesting room for further learning in even the most experienced operators).
We have shown ( 
